
Noah van Ekdom
So�ware Developer

LinkedIn GitHub noahvanekdom@gmail.com | 202-731-9906

Summary
● Driven and analytically minded developer with a broad skill set. Proven success building and

leading teams  while dynamically setting goals and priorities; able to adapt quickly while
staying on target.  Strong background in biochemistry, data management and analysis, and
stakeholder and operations management.

Languages & Technologies
● Proficient: Rails, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, RSpec, Fly.io, Heroku, REST API, GitHub, Postman,

Service Oriented Architecture, Test Driven Development, CircleCI/Github Actions, HTML/CSS
● Exposure: AWS (EC2, S3), Tailwind, Python, Django, Flask, Docker

Project Work
Flakes Of Wrath | group project | GitHub Repo | Launch App | 120 Hours

● Remotely led a team to design and create a Ruby on Rails app using an agile workflow. The app
provides a one-stop-shop for backcountry trip planning with avalanche risk prediction, and
won the Demo Competition Award for excellence.

Squeakr | group project | GitHub Repo | Launch App 140 Hours
● Remotely collaborated with a large team including front-end and back-end developers to

create a Twitter alternative that processes external and internal APIs to provide data for a
simple machine learning model to assist with content moderation.

● Set project scope, deadlines, and milestones, and quickly learned graphql requirements for
both Javascript and Ruby on Rails to drive communication between teams.

Experience
Evergreen Strategies | Founder/Partner | 2019-2022
Campaign Management/Political Campaign Consulting
Managed 5 campaigns for Colorado candidates and initiatives. Built campaign infrastructure, milestones,
and deadlines, as well as hiring/training staff  from the ground up. Met with stakeholders to determine
future legislative priorities. Achieved record turnout in multiple races across three campaign cycles, making
over 1 million voter contact events in the process.
House Majority Party | Campaign Manager → Regional Field Director | 2018-2019
Managed a campaign for Colorado State Rep. Dafna Michaelson Jenet in a key district, winning with a 16%
margin of victory and raising a record amount of money for a state house race within the district.
Wilkinson-Barker-Knauer | Law Clerk | 2017-2018
Tracked legislation and assessed its potential impact on clients, while integrating input from partners.
National Institutes of Health | Research Fellow | 2015-2016
Conducted transcriptomic research focusing on discovery of a gene expression network for consciousness,
resulting in novel findings on gene expression during and a�er the effects of general anesthesia.

Education
Certificate Program, Turing School of So�ware Design Graduation Date: January 2023
B.A. Biochemistry, Colorado College Graduation Date: June 2016
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